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DISLOCATION CLIMB AND DETERMINATION GF 
STACKING l-"'AUTJT ENERGIES m Al AND Al-l%?-1g 

V. C. Kannan and G. Thomas 

Inorganic Materials Research Division 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

UCRL - 16449 

Department of Mineral Technology, College of Engineering 
U~iversity of California, Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

Quenching and annealing experiments on bulk specimens and hot 

~tage investigations of climb of loops in thin fcils have been rmde 

on Al-l'~Mg,· and the results compared to those for P\U'e aluminUm. One 

percent Mg in solid solution has no effect on the type of loop produced 

after quenching nor en the precipitation of vacar.cies a:f'ter subsequent 

aging. As in pure aluminum, quenching stresses determine whether Frank 

or...p~rfe~t loops are formed in the alloy. !v'.a.gnesium has little effect 

on the climb rate of loops, the activation energy being in the range 
. , 

' 1·2 - 1·28 ev,· which are similar to the values obtained by identical 

experiments on pure aluminum. It is concluded that the binding energy 

vacancy-magnesium atom is extremely s:nal.l. 

The stacking fault energies were estimated by comparing the rates 

of clin1b cf large Frank and perfect loops in the same area or" the foil 

so as to minimize the errors that arise if only the climb of .Frank 

loops. is meas~ed. The s~ackine fault energies were determined to be 

190 ± 10 ergs/cm2 for Al-l%Mg ~nd 210 !: 10 ergs/crr.2 for pure AJ.. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The annealing o~ quenched•in vacancies in FCC metals and alloys has 

·1-17 
received much attention during the past ~ew years, and many of the 

important. results have been described in a recent book. 5 It is now YJl~~ 

that the type of dislocation de:tect formed in quenched metals as a result 

of vacancy condensation is much influenced by the quenching conditio~s 

. (see Ref'. 4·for review). For example, in aluminum the production of 

~ a ~ a ) 
imperfect Frank loops (b = 7 < 111 >)or perfect loops (b = 2< 110 > 

:J . 

can be controlled by controlling the amount o~ plastic deformation 

. . w~ 
occ~ .during the quenching operation. This result indicates 

that stacking fault energy andjor impurity effects rm.y n,ot be as import-
. . . 8 

ant in determining the type of loop as has been thought. 

Besides providing information on the nature and geometry o-r dislo-

cation loops, electron microscopy tech."liques can be used to determine 

the kinetics of climb processes by annealing thin foils in situ (i.e.1 

by hot .. stage electron microscopy).. In the case o.f pure aluminum, loops · · 

ar~ always observed to shrink during heating above l50°C.3 The rete. of 

shrinkage at varioos temperatures enables an estimate to be made of the 

ti ti f 1 l~~b 3,16,18,19 I th f 1 i ac va on energy or oop c .wn • n . . e case o a um num 

alloys, provided both solute atoms and vacancies are in supersaturation, 

it h"ls been observed that loops can grow during annealing of thin 1'oils . 

indicating that large vacancy supersaturations can remain after quench-

i 
16,18' 

ag ng. . 
. ' 

The kinetics of climb in such alloys are different 1'rom that in 
' 

pure aluminum, since the solute-vacancy binding energy. may perturb both 

the energy of formation of vacancy Ef and its migration· energy Em. 16 

;·.·· 

-~- ; 
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In an AJ.-r:ffo M.r!. alloy, the activation energy for loop growth was deter-

mined to be 0.95 eVl-
6 e s compared to 1.2 - 1.28 eV for that of pure , 

aluminum.~ EikUl'll and· !homas suggested that a complex, large "binding 

enerGY" exists in supersaturated Al-Mg alloys, 16118 a result confirmed 

. . 14 15 
by other workers •. 1 It also appears that the climb kinetics vary 

with ~Mg. 16118 However, the recent equilibrium measurements of Beaman 

and Simrnons17 have shown that the.true binding energy, vacancy~agnesiurn 

atom, in Al-l.l%Me is very small ( < 0.01 eV). It is important, there-

fore, to investigate why the results for different Al-Mg alloys are so 

widely different. 

The aim of this investig~tion was two-fold. Firstly, it is necessary 

~o determine whether or not the super~aturation of solute atoms is im-

portant in controlling the climb processes and whether supersaturated 

_solute atoms affect the values of the apParent binding energy. In order 

to .do this1 au alloy of.AJ..-1% Mg was prepared (the solubility limit of 

~~ in Al is - 2% at 20°C). In addition, the effect, 1f any of 1% Mg .on 

the nature of the dislocation loops was investigated by quenching ex-
. 12 

periments similar to those described ey Das and Washburn.· 

Secondly, an estimate of stacking-fault energy ~an be made by 

comparing the rates of shrinkages of perfect and. imperfect loops at the 

same temperature. This method is less subject to error than thllt using 

only one type 'of climbing loop. 19 Parallel experiment.s W'ere done on 

pure aluminum 1n order to make a comparison with Al-l% t}.g alloy under 

the same conditions. ',' 

II • ElCPERDSENTAL PRCCEDURE 

Standard methods were follawed in the preparation of the alloy ~nd 

thin ."oils~ The final ane.lysis of the alloy is given in Te.ble I. The 

aluminum used was of 99.99~ purity. ·"' 
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Ta.ble I. Chemical analYsis of the Al-l~ Mg 
alloy used in this· investigation 

Alloy Mg Cu Mn Fe Si 

. Al-l% Mg 1.01% < 100 ppm < 100 ppm · < 200 ppm < 200 ppm 

.. Thi.n f("lil anncaJ ing experiments were carried out using a Siemens 

heating stage in the Shmens Elmiskop Ib microscope. ·A 12 volt s~orage 
·' 

·. battery or a constant voltage po.,.ter supplY served a.s a power source. 

CUrrent to the p~atinu.'Tl furnace 'tras regulated through a variabl~ re

sistance and the .temperature ·,..as read from a predetermined ~alibration 

curve. The temperature is known o~ly to \-dthin ± l0°C1 because of beam 

heat.ing effects. The latter is minimiz~d by operating at the lowest 

possible beam currents and by taking the usual.precautions. 19 The climb. 

of loops was recorded using a Paillard-Bolex Hlb movie ee..mera driven at 

12 frames/sec. A Bell and HoweU f 0.95 lens, fully open, was used.· 

Tri-X movie films were found to' be the most suitable for the dyna~ie 

experiments. 

Since the Sieme~s hot-stage is non-tiltable, the same diffraction 

conditions were maintained l.rl".ile heating the foil by tilting the gun. 

This eliminates any change in size of the loop due to Vl'triation in 

diffraction condition, since the image of a dislocation line falls to 

one side or th~ other of the true position, depending upon whether (g.s) 
is pcsi ti ve or negative. A discussion of these and other factors re-

.. 
lated to,high temperature electron microscopy is given in ref. 19 •. 

\ 

i' , 

' 

.• 
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III. EXPERD1ENTAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

1. Effect of Af,.lng Treatments on Vacru1cJ· P1·eci.pi tation . 

B lk annealing of 8 m:i 1 t.hick specimens ~uenched from 545~C into 

·oil (at 20°C) 'WS.S carried out at room temperature for 24 hrs and a.t 45°C1 

175 °C and 200°C for 5 min each (see Table II). All specimens were 'preaged 

at 20~C for 10 min after quenching ann before bulk annealing. Thin foils 

. were prepared fro:n ~ulk annealed samples by electropolishing. Typi<!al 

micrographs a::.-e shown in Fig. 1. 

It. can be seen that loops are fo::--med a.t randcm·showing no evidence 

for heterogeneous precipitation, i.e. 1 no helices or climb sources a.re 
. ' 4, 5 ' . 
observed. The vacancy concentration C' can be calculated from these 

" 
micrographs a.s follows: 

radius 1 then 

3 
If N is the number of loops per em and r the 

C' = n r
2 

b N v 
. (1) 

. whe.re b ~- Burger's vector =- ~ < 110 > ror a. perfect loop a.nd j < 111· > · 

loops will be elther vlsible or invisible according to 'Whether g .b ls 

zero or non-zero. All the micrographs in Fig. 1 are i n [001] orientation.· 

Assuming equal probability of formation ~f all poosible lo~ps- {b = ~ < 11n > ·· 
1 

or 3 < 111 > .1 those not ;visible due to contrast effect~ can be accounted 

for. 

The vacancy concentrations C~ calculated using Eq •. (2) 1 are. listed 

in Table- II. These values include corrections for .those loops which a.re 
. ' 16 

. invisible. It should be noted that unli~e Al-5~ Mg alloys, the values 

.~· ~ 

~:· ~-

........ · 

··,:i 

t 

I 
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Table n. Data on loop density and vacancy concentrations 
obtained after quench-aging treatments on Al-l% Mg. 

Alley Al-l% Mg 
treatment 

A. Quer.ched in oil 
at 20° from 550°C 

· ( 1) as -quenched 

lru.lk-annealed at 

(..L. .. ~) 4"'°C"' ~ ... ) 1 :> mJ.n. 

(iii)l75°C1 5 min. 

(iv) 200°C1 5 min. 

B. Hater quenched 5':/J°C 
ar~ealed at room 
temp. 24 brs • 

Loops/cm3 

-4 X 1013 

2 X 1013 

6.3 X 1012 

1~.3 X 1012 

8.1~ X 101;' 

Average 
0 

dia.A 

0 

lOOOA 

0 

1200A 
0 

1500A 
0 

1800A 
0 

. 7':/JA 

oQtained are insensitive to the aging treatment. 

C' 
v 

0.31 X 10-
4 

o.4 X 10-4 

o.2e x lo-4 

0.28 X 10-4 

0.8 X 10-4 

. ! 

Using the equation C ~ A exp ((Ef)/kT] for Al-l% Mg alloy and taking 

.. Er ~s 0. 76 .a~d A = 1 as in the case of pure alwninum1 ( which . appears to . . 
. . . . -4 

be valid in view of Bea:na.n and Simmons results l7) we obtain C' ...0. 2 X 10 • · ·. 
' . ' . . v . 

. This value is of the same order as those listed in Table II.· This clearly 

indicates that soluble Mg atoms appear to have little effect on the tot~l 

~caney concentration and1 hence, on the energy of formation of a vacancy. 

The results of Table II also indicate that no supersaturation of 

vacancies exists in this particular alloy afte~ quenching. . Comparison 

of t~e above results with those obtained for concentrated Al.f.!g alloys 
. ' 16 18 . t:d .. 

by Eikum and. Thomas 1 shows the followillg~. In JU..-..rto Mg alloy, c~ 

.. increased fran 10-5 to l.0-3 by bulk annealing a quenched specimen at 

180°C for .5 lnin. In the present case no such increase was observed. It 

i · h ratio: ~ supersaturated solute atoms s suggeste~; therefore, t at the . ·~vacancy . . , 

·. 

determines ~hether or not vacancy supersaturations can exis~ in a spec~en • 

. . 

, .•.. 
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2 •. Effect of Quenching Conditions on Loops in Al-l% M~ 

Investigations of specimens quenched at d~.fferent rates ( e.g. by 
. 1?. 

. quenching in different media or changing specimen thickne:::s) sho;~ed 

that for minimum plastic deformation during quenching;. the predominant 

defects were imperfect (Frank) loops. This is illustrated in Fig.-2. 

It can be seen that the number of Frank loops_is much greate~ aft~r oil 

quenching than after ·..rater quenchine. Frank loops are recognized readily 

from the existence of extinction fringe contrast and different kinds .of 

· lare;e loops can ue identified as described by Bell and Thomas. 
20 

\oJater 

quenching results 1n more plastic ~eformation due to the higher quenching 
. . . 12 

stresses. Thus, our results confirm those of Das and Washburn · in that 

the formation of perfect loops by dislocation reactions, such as ~ [111] 

· a · a 
+ 0 [1~) :2 [110] 1 is stress aid~d. Furthermore, the. presence of 1% 

Mg does not modify this result. 

The following ccnclusion can also be inferred from :Fig. ~. For· 

fast quenches (into water) the loor nucleation rate is higher than fc:Jr 

.. s:l.ow quenches (compare b 'tti th c and d) and so af'ter water-quenching the. 

stress fields fr~ close neighboring loops m~ also assist in the tran~-

formE~.tion of a Frank to a perfect loop. 

Cotterill and Sega11
8 

huve reported that in the oase of 99·9~ pure 

aluminum, Frank loops were seen only after repeated quenchinga. In tne 
I / 

case of high purity aluminum, very' large !'rs.nk loops were cc:Umnonl.y seen 

ai'ter a single quench. In the case o'f· the present alloy, :Frank loops ·. 
were seen after a single quench even though. there is ltfo Mg present. A 

possible ~lanation ·for this behavior can be given as tollows. If the 

impUrities' .are insoluble, they could act as sites for heterogeneous 

nucleation' of va.ca.ney clusters. S1nce1 ho\~ever1 1~ Mg .d.issolYes completely 

.... 

-'•. ~ 

' ' ! 

ii> ' 



This. conclusiQn is 

of the stacld.ng fault energy (section '). 
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circular loop.s :lying on, ( lli) ·plane, ; fr~ Friedel is 
• •h,, '',! • • • ' ' 

motion, .as follows& 

'I ' ·~, •,. 

',' J: ~.··.r ~'' ' 
·.~•:" 

equa~ion1! the,-para~ol1c;.re~tionship between-loop radius 
. . . : . ' . . . . . '' . ': ' ' ' ' . '. '•,.. ' . '. ' ,•. 

be obtain8d~· l': '· .. · · ·;; ·:~·: , 
I. f I, 
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Table III. Results obtained for the activation energies 
for loop climb and stacking fault energies 

Temp. (±10°)°C A~tivation energy Stacking fault 

energy,~ in ergs/cm2 

180 

210 
Al-l~Mg 220 

260 

Al 210 

E in eV 

1.21 

1.28 

1.21 

1.20 

1.28 

190 

195 

210 

For loop3 of the sizes observed in this work, the energy due to the 

fault far exceeds that due to the dislocation line tension, end henoe, 

we can nE;!glect F'c in ~o:mparison with ')'·in Eq. (5). This assumpt~on is 

valid for the initial stages of shrinkage (large loops). With this 

a.ppro:dm.ation and from Eqs. (2) and (5) we obta.i.n 

.· (*)~erfeet . 
. ( dr 7<it perfect .,. 

. ......)., 2 
•' l"'i ) . 

. exp \ kT .. l 

exp (F b2/kT)·l . e P 

From this eq~tion and using the data obtained from climb sequences 

(6) 

. . 2 
·similar to those of Fi3s. 5-1,· a value of -190~ 10 ergs/em for the 

stacking fault energy in Al-!.'% Mg and 21U± 10 ergs/cm2 for tha.t in pure ·· 

aluminum (see Tab~e III) were obtained. 

Dl. DISCUSSION 

Tl:e inodel adopted for vacancy diffusion in thin foils to obtain the 

·climb kinetics from isothermal experiments, on one hand1 and the accurate 

knowledge of the various parameters .involved, such as temperature, loop 

size (effect of any variation of diffraction, -conditions), on the other, , 

i 
,r, . :.~ 

. ;. 

~-~ 
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are the li:nitations involved in the calculations of E and -y. We will 

diGcuss each factor as follo· .. ts :-

(a) The climb pro'cess 

Seidman and Ballt<ff:i. 22 have discussed t\vO models for calcul11ting 

the radius-time relationships. The first one due to Sil~ox and Whelan3 

(Eq. (2). ) is. for the case of a vacancy emission controlled process 

where the diffusional ·loss of emitted vacancies to the· surface has been 

assumed to be extremely rapid. The second one, due to Seidman and 

Balluffi is based on a diffusion controlled proce~s. In its final forin1 

their. eq't.Aation cat1 be given as 

dr 4 
--""-D d.t b 7T s 

: ~v '· 
exp ·. 0"" - 1,) 

' •• J. ! 

(7) 

where D is the self-diffusion coefficient and ~ the chemical potential s v 
of the lattice vacancies. Substituting the force due to line tension or 

s~ackin~ fault enP.rgy for the ~v term, the rates of shrinkage of perfect 

or imperfec-t;. loops can be obtr1 ined respect 1 vely • 

. The climb kinetics for pP.rf'ect loops given by either the Silcox-

·,;"';~1an equation or the Seidman-:B'i.i..luffi. equation are equivalent, and 

either equation will give the snme results for the activation e:nergy. 

Th~s the values we obtained for E arc independent of the model adopted. 

Inte~at ~o:1 of Eq. (·5) yields a linear radius-time relationship 

for the siz ... e range where the force due to line tension can be r.eglected 

in compariso,n to th~ force due to stacking fault energy. This is pre-

cis ely true for pure aluminum (see Fig. ( 7) ) • However 1 in the case of. 

Al-l% Mg a:;_loys, the slope o:t: the (r-t) curve does net .remain e;onstant. 

Thus, the kinetics ;..•hich hold precis.el:>' for pure aluminum do not hold 

·exactly for climbing Frank lQops in Al-l% .t'!(?;. The discte"t)ancy may be a 

•i-' 

t--

IJ 

.. 
?· .. 

,. ,. 

~'. 

\ .~ .. 
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., 
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result of the :,ee;regation o!.' magnesium atoms to th~ tension sidP. of the 

extra half-plane of t}"Je dir-location loop (wb.ich is pure edge f0r Frank-

loops). 

The results of ·::>ur bulk annealing experiments n.nd the vulues of 

activation ene.i:,'"':Y in Al-l% Mg :1.lloy cJ.eRrly suggests the.t the Yacancy-

r:m~~nesium atom bindinG enere;:r :.n this aHoy is neglir;ibly small. This 
,7 

L in e:~cellent agreemer.t with th~ results of Beaman n.nd Simmons, ..I..; •flho 

mear.ured ~ f:IS < 0 .<n eV in Al-l. l.i Mg alleys. On the other hand,· climb 

Th 16,13 
e;:veriments on :.mpersa.turated Al-i'l.e alloys by Eikum ~,md omn s 

indicate a marked perturbation o£' the climb kinetics as a result of the 

·presence of n::lgnesium atoms. Thi.s ho.s beeri attributed to a complex 

vacancy- magne:::ium clu:>ter bindine ener~y. They estimated this to be 

• +-h. · )8 o 16 v16 · di •.A,.. t t 13 · A of ~n ... e ranr;e ·' - · • e c.ep~n. nz on •·<o con en • summary 

the data on Al.:.Me alloys is :::hovrn in Fig. 8. \·7hieh also included a 

sur;~sted ·,-adation .:.:--: activation enerey >'lith rr.agnedum concentration. 

In tr.e cac;e of' SU'!J~rsaturated a) loy~,. th~ forMFition of the complex 

13-phase (Me
3 
A~) upon prclon.-:ed ar~.!.nG probably de!Jends on nucleation 

' fro~ complex magnes.tur.\-vaer>.ney cJ.u:~!:.er~; v;hich can subsequently grow. In 

vie·w of our prP.sent expf~r5-":'lents (and·the.conclusion by· Beaman and Sironlons 

. that the true bin\.i:: ::,; ~:nergy in A1-l'f, :.t; is < '.) .Ol eV) 17 the vacancy-
. ' . 16 

~ac;nesium bindin::-; !.n Al-~-rf; y,,: allo:; investL:ated b;y· Eikun: and '.fhomns · 

cannot be a tr'iinple single :nr:tl;nesium Htom and s1.!'1g~.e vacancy interaction. 

(b) Parameter~ used in evaluating the d.uta 

Ir. •.;:;t .electron micr0scones th~re is no '"ay of mcasurine the 
• / .h 

tempel·at.urc olf the foil direc:t ly during. annealine; (e.g., '...:i th a thermo

couple inside the microscope). Any ~-tccurate external cal.ibration of the 

hot staee does not take beam-heatin~; into account.·. However, as far as 

'·. 



.. ]2 .. 

the measurement of acti~dtion energy by Eq. (3) is concerned, a deviation 

of l0°C in tempert:itUl'e ·,;Ul not affect the results by more than 'Cf,. The 

measurement of stacking .fault enerGY using Eq. ( 6) is also relatively 

. 19 
insensitive to temperature changes. 

. 23 
.Edington and Smallman have recently estimated the .stacking :fnult 

2 
energy in ·pure aluminum to be 235 ergs/em at -J.60°C after isothermal· 

hot-stage ·a!lnealir"i.-s of Frank loops. This value is !ll"J.ch h1.:jher than that 

obtained in cur ·.:or\. 
,..,., 19 

Ho~•ever, Seidman and Ballu.ffi"" .... and Thomas 

have pointed out YaJ·ious ob,jections to the method ·used by these workers.~!3 

24 2 7
1 

Furthermore, Sanda has sho~m that t~e data used by Edington and Smallman · 

do not obey the theoretica1 1dnetics used to evaluate -y. Another very 

important factor vrhich affects the value of 'Y determined frQ!Jl isothermal 

experL'Ylents on only Franl< J.oop~ is the value chosen ,for the self-diffusion 

energy in Eqs. (h), (5) •. For exe.mple, by using ~ = 1.2) eV instead of 

23 . 
~ ~ ~ .• ; eV as used by Edingto:1 and SmalL'Ylan, their value of stacking 

") 2 
fault energy is redu:~ed from 2U) ergs/em'· to 198 er[';s/cm , which is much 

·closer to the value obteir.ed in our ·~:ork. The advantage of using com-

perative climb measure.'llent::; is that t!1e. results do not depend on any 

kno'l'rledge of ~ nor on the r:~odel assu'lled to control the climb process, 

i.e~, 'the ot:ter factors give:1 by either Eqs. (5) o.r (7), because the 

terms are cancelled •,;hen the ratio of the shrinkage rates is obtained. 

The mt:>.in as.sun:ption in the comr;:ru.·nt ive me.thod is that the only differenc'e · 

· between th~' climb rate;s of perfect and imperfe:!t loops is that. due to the ' 

stackir"c fn.ult energy. .Thi:-: n.ss1:1Jllpt ion is reasonable. 

V. CONCI1JSIONS 

l. Annealing of loops in th:tn foils in situ in quenched Al-l% Mg alloy 

·"' 

c.f 
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pure alu.-·nim.un, suggesting that some :tiJg (and vacancy) dislocntion inter-

action occurs. The nctiVA.tion energy for loop climb in the present alloy 

was estima.ted to bf:! 1.2 - 1.28 eV1 which is in the sarr.e range as that · 
z . . 

fou.'1d for pure aluminum, b";)• ·others.; and by ourzelves ( 1.28 eV~. 

2. The absence of heteroc;eneous precipitation of ~racancies, and the 

bulle and thin foil annealins resul.ts, a.l.l indicate that the binding 

e:-:ergy bet,·reen ma.enesium u.toms and vacancies iz very small in the 

Al-l% Mg a.llo:,r. This is in excell~nt agree.-rr.ent ·.·:Hh the conclusions of 

Beaman ar.d Si.m!r.o:!s17 based on equilibz:-ium mea:;;urer:~ents of the vacancy 

concentration in Al-l1o Mg. 

./ . ~ sunersaturated solute atoms It is suggested tha. t the rr-1 tio: '-c._.;.;..;...;.;..;;.;.;..;;..~;.;.....;.;..;..;...;;.....:._;..,__..;.;..;..;.;.;;.-% vacancy 

determines ,.,..hether positive or negati·1e climb cnn take place. It is eon-

eluded that· solute atoms in sup ·rsaturation trnp V"d.Cancies to form complex 

groups and that the ob:;erved cli."'Tlb rates depend on the Y.g concentration 

in .supersa~uration. 

4. Stacking fault energies -y C[•.n be l1Ui te c..ccura. tely determined, in-

dependently of the model assumed ·ror the climb process, by compnring 

the rates of climb of Frank loops and perfect loops in·the same area o!' 

the specimen. The results ,,;ere: 'Y (Al) -210 (~10) ergs/cm
2 

and · 

"/ (Al-l% Mg) -190 ( ±l.Q) ergs/cm2, indica tine; that r.'.g has a. very smn.ll 

effect on the stacki~~ fault energy of aluminum. 

We ·..rish to thank the United States Atomic Energy. Commission throu~h. 

the Inore;anic Materials Div:lsion for continued financial support of our 

research. .. .~: .1 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Typical micrographs of Al-l~ Mg after quenching hulk 

specimens from 550°C into oil (20°C); specimen thickness 

6.5-7.0 mil.· 

a) annealed at room temper~ture for 10 min) 

perfe.ct and rhombus loops. 

I . t. 
Frank, :I 

i: 

b) annealed at 45°C for 10 min; mostly rhombus loops; 

some Frank loops. 

c) a~ealed at 175°C for 10 miD4 growth of rhombus loops. 

·d) annealed at 200°C for 10 min; large rhombus loops. 

Typical micrographs Al-l~ Mg: (a) water quenched specimen 

aged at room temperature for 24 hr1 (b) same as (a), but 

no aging, (c) and (d) oil .quenched and aged for 24 hr •. 

Thickne::;s of quenched samplt: WS$ -13 mil. Notice the absence 

of colonit:l s of loops and a l..no st all Frank de.fects in (c) and 

(d). 

Shrinkage of both perfect a11d imperfect loops at ·-207°C in 

Al~l~ ¥~ alloy ~ged inside the microscope. The timt:l (i~ 

seconds) is given for each micrograph• Notice that the. 

Frank loop A shrinks at a f~ster rate than the perfect 

loop B.-

Similar sequence to that in Fig. 3, showing .shrinkage of both 

perfect. and imperfect loops at 22o'"c in Al-l~ Mg alloy 

(compare loops A and B). ThP. time (in seconds) is given for 

each micrograph • 

ic.J. 

.. 



:Fig. 5 

l''ig. 6 

Fig. 7 

Fig. 8 
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Shrinkage of both perfect and imperfe'ct loops at 210°C in 

high purity aluminum (compa r e loops A and B). The time (in 

secor.ds) is giver. for each micrograph. 

Time-radius plot at -270 oc for Al-l% alloy obtained from 

shrinkage sequences sud1 as in Figs. 3 and 4. 

Time-radius plot fo r pure aluminum (temp. -210°C). 

A possib l e variation af activation energy for loop climb 

in alumin~~ . as a funct~on of. magnesium content. Data for 

alloys > 1% Y.g toJ:en from refs. 16 and 18. The variation 
. 

is expected to depend on the % Mg in supersaturation and so 

the data should be affected both by temperatur~ as well as 

alloy content. 
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